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Brief updates from a few
of our current studies

Essex Woodland Bat Project
EWBP is only a few months old and we have already surveyed
sixteen woods using our four static detectors and recorded
barbastelle in four of them, significantly extending the known
range of this species in the county. Site owners and managers have
proved to be very keen and co-operative and about thirty EBG members have been involved in
deployment of detectors. Of great interest is the discovery of barbastelle at Stour Wood, a
sweet chestnut wood and RSPB reserve on the Stour estuary near Harwich. Together with the
adjacent Copperas Wood, this site is fairly isolated, with no other woods nearby and a
landscape dominated by large arable fields. Hillhouse Wood (near Colchester), Shut Heath
Wood (near Tiptree) and Blakes Wood (Danbury) are also ‘new’ sites for this species and
records from Chalkney Wood (Earls Colne) confirm an earlier record. Each deployment, usually
covering seven nights, yielded up to 10,000 recordings, so drawing up a species list for each
site has had to wait until the winter. Barbastelles are relatively active at this time of year,
so we will continue using the static detectors through the winter to see what levels of activity
we find at two sites where this species occurs - Marks Hall Estate (a hibernation site) and
Writtle Forest (a group of more typical Essex woods).
Essex Nathusius’ Pipistrelle Project
We enjoyed several local successes this year, against a backdrop
of major developments in the national study of this species. For
the first time, we managed to pin point a roost while radio
tracking a female near Hanningfield reservoir. Emergence
surveys suggested just two bats were in residence in the weather-board outbuilding and we think this may well be a mating roost.
The owners are friendly and we’ll be back next year.

Nathusius’ pipistrelle
[Photo: A Palmer]

Several Bat Groups joined forces to run an autumn migration survey over four nights in early
October at coastal and near coastal sites in Kent and Sussex. The EBG harp traps were taken
to Kent and succeeded in catching the ultimate target of the survey - a Nathusius’ pipistrelle
ringed in continental Europe. This small bat had flown well over 900 miles from Lithuania.
There was also great excitement at Dungeness, where 58 Nathusius’
pipistrelles were caught and ringed in one night, with one of these
caught again the same night ten miles along the coast at Rye Harbour.
There is no doubt that these bats were on migration into the country.
Meanwhile, London Bat Group has joined the project and had great
success. Next year, EBG will be trapping at Thameside sites as we
have reason to believe the river is a migration route. We will also be
helping Suffolk Bat Group, another welcome recruit to the project.
Deadline for next issue, Winter 2016/17: 15th January 2017. pathatch@live.co.uk

Churches / Remote Roost Monitoring Project
Eleven churches were surveyed in 2016 using our SM3 static
bat detector as part of the RRMP. Seven species were
recorded, including barbastelle at a church near Saffron
Walden, which we hope to follow up on next year with further
surveys to find out how this species is using the church.
During the winter, we are hoping to monitor a church crypt
which is used by hibernating bats, using the SM3 to record
activity and data loggers to log temperature and humidity.
The view from the tower,
St
Andrews church, Halstead
Hibernation Project
Following our recent appeal for a volunteer to carry out some research for our hibernation
project, Kate Mann has taken on the job and will be looking for previously unknown hibernation
sites and sites with potential to be converted or enhanced for use by hibernating bats. Essex
has a large number of Second World War pill boxes and other fortifications, but we know very
little about the occurrence of other possible hibernation features, such as crypts and ice
houses. Initially, Kate will use various sources of information to draw up a list of sites. We can
then decide which we are interested in and approach the owners.
Hanningfield Roost Monitoring
July saw a record count of 1,012 soprano pipistrelles at the maternity roost. Hundreds of
bats used the pole-mounted box and made a mess of the internal camera, which will be replaced.
Grant funding opportunity: Do you have an individual or group based project that contributes
to biological or geological recording in Essex? Do you need funding to make your project
successful? If so, the Essex Recorders partnership grant offers an opportunity to apply for
funding. For further details on eligibility and the application
ase go to:
http://www.essexfieldclub.org.uk/portal/p/Grants+for+recording+in+Essex
Start a project! There are any number of bat projects which could usefully be run in Essex if
only we had the time and people to organise them. Surveys of a particular site can be helpful
to owners and managers, while researching a particular species can increase our knowledge of
distribution, habitat use and requirements. A project can be small or large-scale, intensive or
carried on at a slower pace. It need not even involve endless late nights! Our Bat Care Network
has dealt with several Leisler’s bats from south west Essex in recent years, leading to the
discovery of a maternity colony in Laindon. It would be great to find more roosts and look into
their habitat use and distribution… ‘South Essex Leisler's Project’ anybody…? A plan for a
study of serotines was drawn up a couple of years ago but has yet to be taken further… Project
co-ordinators will get all the support and help they need. The possibilities are endless!
Jan Ragg Memorial Plaque A plaque has been erected at
Parndon Wood, Harlow in memory of Jan. The inscription
reads “An inspirational person, remembered for her
enthusiasm and tireless work in the rescue and care of
injured bats in Essex”. Parndon Wood is home to our flight
cage, where Jan spent many evenings exercising her
patients and passing on her knowledge to others.
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Lake Meadows Bats
Urban green spaces are important to bats.
John Smart reports from a park in Billericay
It all came about by chance really. Two years ago, in the autumn,
I wandered about Lake Meadows, a 40 acre of parkland in the
centre of Billericay, just to see if any bats were present. It is
The Lake [Photo: J Smart]
already known for its bird life on the lake - breeding great
crested grebes, grey wagtails and a kingfisher that darts in and art in the summer and a haven
for wintering wildfowl including up to fifteen Goosander. Up to five species of gull drop in over
the winter period to bathe and preen, in goodly numbers, probably plying from the Thames
Estuary back and forth to the nearby Hanningfield Reservoir. Excess numbers of flightless
Canada Geese during their wing moult see Lake Meadows as a safe haven! It is interesting to
see how little the birds are affected with all the constant pedestrian activity around the lake.
Immediately Daubenton’s bats presented themselves, characteristically flying low over the
water’s surface. The numbers were not easy to assess but fifteen must be a conservative
count. Common pipistrelles were located in ones and twos. The next year I explored the area
more thoroughly. There is a remnant of ancient woodland there (once connected to Norsey
Wood nature reserve before housing estates and tarmac separated the two). Here were
common pipistrelles feeding in the high up canopy openings and at times above the wood itself.
I estimate approximately sixteen were present on any one night.
Only in the last year or two has a very colourful and extensive non-native flower meadow been
created by the Friends of Lake Meadows (a group formed in 2013 and it enjoys a team of keen
volunteers). One night recently, Graham Hart kindly came over for a bat survey and recorded
that at least one Nathusius’ pipistrelle was above the meadow. One could see the moths and
other insects rising in the moonlight. Both common and a few soprano pipistrelles joined in the
feast. Nearby a serotine was recorded.
Earlier in the year I had a visual sighting of a brown long-eared bat flying slowly at chest
height past me just above the emergent vegetation.
The lake is now oxygenated by fountains. Since this initiative was undertaken, fish life has
greatly increased, with the effect of increasing various fish eating birds. Presumably this has
also increased the aquatic insect population and, with their
periodic hatchings, has also benefited the bats.

The flower meadow, where all three
pipistrelle species hawked, thus
indicating a rich source of rising
insect fare [Photo: J Smart]

Surveys

And so it transpired that the FoLM requested a bat talk and walk
one evening in mid-August of this year. After discussing this with
the EBG, Pete Claughton, organizer of the soprano pipistrelle
maternity roost count at the EWT Hanningfield Reservoir Visitor
Centre, stepped in and offered to give a lecture and lead a bat
walk. The logistics was discussed with the FoLM and it all went
very smoothly. Great interest was engendered when Pete passed
around the twee cut-out of a pip and then a chunky serotine.
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At the lecture, Pete asked a six year old sitting on the floor at the front if he knew anything
about bats? “Oh, you mean echolocation do you?” I think we’ve found a future member of EBG!
Bats appearing on a walk are never guaranteed but on that warm and mainly windless night
they were obliging. We had an audience of 34 in total and great fascination was shown for the
subject. The young folk especially so. The FoLM are to arrange a bat box making session and
are also compiling an education pack that features the bats of Lake Meadows for our local
schools. All this occurred through taking a casual walk in the park!
Visiting: The Lake Meadows car park gates are closed at 8pm but the pedestrian gate is
always open. There is free car parking after 6pm in the adjacent car park in Radford Crescent.
Those assessing Lake Meadows for bats with Graham Hart:John Smart (EWT volunteer), Peter Williams (FoLM committee
member), Nathan Hume (local conservationist) and Peter Claughton
(Hanningfield Visitor Centre roost monitor).

Upminster Tithe Barn

Roger and Sylvia Jiggins describe their survey
of this historic building
We visited this barn at the invitation of Andrew Skingley
who wished to know the species of bats using the barn.

The barn originally belonged to the Abbey of Waltham and was built around 1450. It is 45m
long, 18m wide and 12m high to the ridge. The roof was originally thatched with reeds.
Although known locally as the Tithe Barn, there is apparently no evidence that it was ever used
for the collection of tithes.
When it was in agricultural use the roof was covered with corrugated iron. In 1937
Hornchurch Council purchased it and in 1965 they had the roof covering stripped and replaced
with Norfolk Reed as it was originally. The London Borough of Havering now owns the barn and
Hornchurch and District Historical Society use it for a Museum of Nostalgia.
The building was searched for droppings. There are a huge number of exhibits in the museum
and we found that polythene sheets are used to cover some of them to protect from the bat
droppings. The sheets are then gathered up and shaken outside when the museum is opened.
This hindered our search rather but we found some concentrations of droppings that were
mostly old but with a scatter of fresh ones. The droppings looked like long-eared bat or
Natterer’s. Then Andrew produced a box containing two dead brown long-eared bats, which
confirmed the identification.
The barn is timber framed, built of English oak. The timbers are huge and there are hundreds
of joints that have potential for bat roosting. Looking from the ground with binoculars and a
torch many joints looked clean, suggesting bat use. Brown long-eared bats may be using joints
and they may also be roosting freely on the timbers.

Surveys
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The outside of the building is clad with a mixture of horizontal and vertical boarding. The
thatch is covered with small mesh galvanized netting and the eaves are well sealed with this
mesh. There are however many gaps between the boards that would give access to bats.
The museum is closed during the winter and open on two weekends each month from April to
October. The internal lighting is nearly all downward pointing and there are no other buildings
close by or any lights that would shine on the building so it is an ideal roosting place. As it is
dark and undisturbed during the winter bats are sure to hibernate there so it is likely to be a
roost site all the year.
This initial visit has shown the building to be an ideal bat roosting site and has confirmed
Brown Long-eared bats to be using the barn. Further investigation could involve placing the Bat
Group SM3 detector inside the building for a few days and this might turn up further species.
The name Museum of Nostalgia is very appropriate, we found it a fascinating place to visit.
There are hundreds of old domestic and agricultural items on display and we recommend it to
people of all ages.
Right: This photograph gives an indication of the
large number of possible bat roosting positions in
the timber frame of the barn. There are a
number of clean mortise and tenon joints that
bats could use and numerous positions behind the
timbers of the frame.

Left: The arrows indicate potential bat roost
sites in the mortise and tenon joints of the
timber frame supporting the roof. L to R - joint
between brace and tie beam, joint between
crown post and collar purlin and joint between
brace and collar purlin.

A maternity roost of brown long-eared-bats.

Surveys

Above: More potential roost sites. The
absence of cobwebs indicates that bats
are probably using them.
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Committee members
and other contacts
EBG Committee
Ella Barnett
Minutes Secretary & Publicity Officer
Emma England
Events Secretary
Graham Hart
Vice-Chair & Projects Officer
Pat Hatch
Chair & Newsletter Editor
Roger & Sylvia Jiggins Joint Secretaries
Helen Miller
Membership Secretary
Andrew Palmer
Treasurer & Fundraising Officer
Tim Sapsford
Conservation & Records Officer

ebgpublicity@gmail.com
emmajennifer.england@gmail.com
thehart@btinternet.com
pathatch@live.co.uk 07548 220589
r.jiggins@btconnect.com
membership@essexbatgroup.org
arpalmer@talk21.com
records@essexbatgroup.org

Other Contacts
Bat Care Network (to report a grounded bat): See EBG website for contact phone numbers
Bat Care Network (other enquiries): batcare@essexbatgroup.org
Hanningfield Roost Counts: pete.claughton@btinternet.com
Woodland Project: woodlandbats@essexbatgroup.org
Weald Project: wealdbats@essexbatgroup.org
Other enquiries: enquiries@essexbatgroup.org

Membership Form

You can use this form to renew your membership
or recruit a friend

Send to: Helen Miller, 176 Abbotsbury Road, Morden SM4 5JS
Yes, I would love to become a member of EBG for 2017*/ 2018 / 2019 (delete as appropriate)
Name

Address

Email

Telephone

Using e-mail means we can send your newsletter and correspondence electronically, saving on
postage and stationery so more of your membership money is used for bat conservation. Your
e-mail address will not be passed on to any other organisation or used for any other purpose.
How did you hear about EBG? (internet, local bat walk, EWT, friend etc):____________
Please tick as appropriate:
___ Standard membership of the group is just £5 for 1 year
___ or £12 for 3 years
___ Group / organisation membership is available for a minimum subscription of £30
I would also like to make a donation of £_____
I enclose a cheque for £_______ made payable to Essex Bat Group
If you wish to pay by BACS please contact Helen at membership@essexbatgroup.org
*Your first year’s membership will run until 31st December 2017.

Contacts/Membership
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